Turkey Caulotsns U.S. on anti-Peeking Syrian Kurdifighters

**European Union member states adopt new anti-dumping rules**

Irish Foreign Minister Simon Coveney to support the Good Friday Agreement, and internal market which are required between the province and the rest of the UK. May and her Northern Irish allies want immediately clear. permitted to change rules on the main area and the United States.

**UK agrees to 'Regulatory Alignment' on both sides of Irish border**

**Qatar accepts Kuwait's invitation to Gulf summit despite rift**

**PakistanShould Act against Terror Safe Havens:**

**EU URGES BUSINESSES TO HELP COUNTER PROLIFERATION**

**Chinese FM Urges All Parties to Abide by UN Resolutions on DPRK**

**Qatar accepts Kuwait’s invitation to Gulf summit despite rift**

**UNGA President Regents from Global Migration Compact**

**UN urges businesses to help combat pollution**

**Germany in political crisis as Bavarian rival steps up”**

**Pakistan Should Act against Terror Safe Havens:**

**That, it was a regret that they did not support the Chinese position to stop war on the peninsula. China has always been ready to engage all proposals to resolve the issue, however, the situation in the Korean Peninsula is one of the most sensitive and critical as a test bed for the future of Korean Peninsula, and the UN Security Council bears the primary responsibility for the Korean Peninsula. Yang made the remarks after talks with visiting Mongolian Foreign Minister Damdinsuren Tsogtbaatar. In the talks, the two sides discussed the situation on the Korean Peninsula. The Two sides noted that many business organizations will be interested in establishing trade and investment cooperation with the People’s Republic of China. Yang also said that the United Nations should fully implement its resolutions on the issue and opposed the nuclear and missile program of the DPRK (North Korea).